CMA Prohibits Merger That DOJ Tried – But Failed – To Block

In an unusual turn of events, the CMA prohibited the Sabre/Farelogix merger only two days after a U.S. federal court rejected the DOJ’s attempt to block the transaction

SUMMARY
On 9 April 2020, the UK Competition and Market’s Authority (“CMA”) issued its final report prohibiting the proposed acquisition of Farelogix, Inc. (“Farelogix”) by Sabre Corporation (“Sabre”) (the “Transaction”). The CMA’s decision comes only two days after Judge Leonard Stark of the U.S. District Court in Delaware dismissed a lawsuit brought by the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) seeking to block the Transaction.

The CMA’s decision is notable because it demonstrates the CMA’s willingness to take a bold stance even when reviewing a merger that lacks an obvious jurisdictional link to the UK, and in the face of a conflicting litigated outcome in a U.S. court. Sabre/Farelogix also serves as a stark reminder of the increased focus by antitrust regulators on the importance of innovation in the technology sector, and on the protection of “nascent competition”, as well as the practical impact of the antitrust conceptions of “two-sided markets” in the UK and in the U.S.

BACKGROUND
Sabre and Farelogix
Sabre and Farelogix both supply software solutions to facilitate the booking of airline travel. Sabre does this predominantly through its Global Distribution System (“GDS”), which receives fare and flight schedule information from various airlines, aggregates that data, and uses it to enable travel agents to put together ticket offers for passengers, by packaging different aspects of travel (e.g., the route, type of seat, schedule, availability and price). The large majority of booking volumes from travel agents are made through a GDS.
Farelogix has been developing new solutions, based on the so-called New Distribution Capability (“NDC”) standard, that airlines can use to create more dynamic and personalised offers for customers that travel agents can access from the airline in real-time. The NDC standard was first launched by the International Air Transport Association in 2012. Implementation of the NDC standard is still at a nascent stage, with airlines only slowly beginning to adopt and use NDC-based solutions.

**Involvement of the antitrust authorities in the U.S. and the UK**

On 14 November 2018, Sabre announced that it had entered into an agreement to acquire Farelogix for $360 million in order to expand its airline technology portfolio and enhance and accelerate its innovative capabilities.

After conducting its initial 30-day review of the Transaction under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, the DOJ issued a Second Request in February 2019 in order to conduct a more in-depth review of the Transaction. Across the Atlantic, the CMA announced the launch of its merger inquiry a few months later, on 21 June 2019. Shortly thereafter, on 12 August 2019, the CMA issued an initial enforcement order prohibiting the parties from integrating the businesses, or otherwise impairing the ability of Sabre and Farelogix to compete independently. The CMA’s in-depth “phase 2” investigation commenced on 2 September 2019. In light of the “complexity of the investigation”, the CMA decided to extend the phase 2 investigation period by a further eight weeks on 19 December 2019 so that it would have until 12 April 2020 to issue its final report.

Following its own in-depth review, the DOJ filed a lawsuit on 20 August 2019 in the U.S. District Court in Delaware to block the Transaction, arguing that it “would eliminate [a] disruptive competitor, leading to higher prices as well as reduced quality and innovation in airline booking services”. In particular, the DOJ asserted that Farelogix had “injected much-needed competition and innovation into stagnant booking services markets”, that it had “pioneered the development of new technology [(NDS)]”, and that the Transaction was just another attempt by Sabre to “neutralize” its competitors to “stifle competition”. Sabre announced its intention to fight the lawsuit on the same day and the case went to trial on 27 January 2020.

On 7 February 2020, one day after the trial ended in the U.S., the CMA published its provisional findings, which closely mirrored the views of the DOJ, concluding that the Transaction could result in “less

---


innovation, higher fees and more limited choice of supplier for airlines” and that as a consequence “UK passengers would be worse off”.  

U.S. District Court Judge Stark handed down his decision on 7 April 2020, dismissing the DOJ’s lawsuit on the basis that the DOJ had failed to show that the Transaction would harm competition in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. The DOJ filed a notice of appeal the next day. On 9 April 2020, the CMA published its Final Report prohibiting the Transaction entirely.

ANALYSIS

Continuing the trend towards liberal assertion of jurisdiction through the “share of supply” test

The CMA’s decision demonstrates again the CMA’s willingness to liberally assert jurisdiction over non-UK mergers by adopting a creative approach to the so-called “share of supply” test. Under the Enterprise Act 2002, the CMA has jurisdiction to review mergers not only if the target’s UK turnover meets certain turnover thresholds (“turnover test”), but also if the parties have overlapping activities in the UK and a combined 25% “share of supply” in the UK of goods or services of any description (“share of supply test”).

Stressing its “broad discretion to describe a specific category of goods or services” for the purposes of the share of supply test,5 and that it was entitled to apply the rules relating to a UK-specific link “in a flexible and purposive way”,6 the CMA found the share of supply test to be satisfied merely by virtue of Farelogix’s sales to a single customer in the UK (British Airways). This basis for asserting jurisdiction was strained because Farelogix arguably has no customers or revenue in the UK given that its direct customer is American Airlines, not British Airways (which has an interline arrangement with American Airlines).

As in its recent decision in the acquisition of Spark Therapeutics, Inc. by Roche Holdings, Inc., the CMA’s jurisdictional analysis is highly detailed, spanning over 90 paragraphs. The CMA dismissed the parties’ objections and arguments without further discussion,7 emphasising its (seemingly unlimited) “wide discretion”8 in defining all aspects of the share of supply test: (i) the relevant category of goods or services to be used as benchmark (this does not necessarily have to amount to a relevant economic

---


5 Paragraph 5.22 of the CMA’s Final Report in Sabre/Farelogix. The CMA used almost identical language in paragraph 76 of its recent decision opposing the acquisition of Spark Therapeutics, Inc. by Roche Holdings, Inc.

6 Paragraph 5.59 the CMA’s Final Report in Sabre/Farelogix. The CMA used almost identical language in paragraph 77 of its recent decision in the acquisition of Spark Therapeutics, Inc. by Roche Holdings, Inc.

7 This includes dismissive statements such as “[we consider the Relevant Description of Services reasonably reflects the outcome of a comprehensive investigation by the CMA […] to understand the commercial reality […]” (paragraph 5.31 of the CMA’s Final Report in Sabre/Farelogix).

8 Paragraph 5.62 of the CMA’s Final Report in Sabre/Farelogix.
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market); (ii) the identification of the customers or recipients of the goods or services; (iii) the scope of the geographic nexus to the UK; (iv) the method of calculating whether the 25% share of supply threshold is met (e.g., value, cost, price, quantity, capacity, number of workers employed); and (v) the increment in that share of supply (the size of which is irrelevant and need not be specified).

Clashing outcomes or procedural peculiarity?
Antitrust authorities generally actively work to avoid conflicting outcomes through regular and increasingly close cooperation between the CMA in the UK and the DOJ and the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") in the U.S. For example, the CMA and the DOJ collaborated closely in their separate reviews of the Sabre/Farelogix Transaction. When announcing its provisional findings of prohibition on 7 February 2020, the CMA sought to rely on the fact that the DOJ had “taken Sabre and Farelogix to court to block the merger due to its concerns.” Indeed, the conclusions reached by the CMA on the one hand, and the DOJ on the other, closely mirror each other, with both antitrust authorities displaying concern that the Transaction would lead to a stifling of innovation and a reduction of Sabre’s incentives to independently develop NDC-based solutions.

Because the DOJ must persuade a federal court that a merger is anticompetitive, while the CMA has power to prohibit a transaction unilaterally, the outcome on the two sides of the Atlantic Ocean were markedly different. The DOJ was unable to persuade Judge Stark of the correctness of its position, but the CMA, on the basis of its analysis of the evidence it had gathered during its investigation, exercised its power to prohibit the Transaction on its own.

While the CMA and the DOJ reached the same conclusion regarding the Transaction – each alleging that it was unlawful – it is unusual for an antitrust authority in Europe to issue a decision that is in direct conflict with a judgment in a fully litigated case in the U.S. This is particularly true since the failed GE/Honeywell merger, which was conditionally cleared by the DOJ on 2 May 2001 (subject to certain divestitures), only to be prohibited by the European Commission in its entirety on 3 July 2001 (the decision was appealed but upheld by the Court of First Instance of the European Court of Justice on 14 December 2005). For example, following a U.S. federal court judgment on 9 September 2004 ruling that Oracle could proceed with its hostile bid for PeopleSoft. The European Commission cleared the merger one month later, on 26 October 2004.

Likely with this background in mind, Sabre asked Judge Stark to render a decision before the CMA’s review period ended on 12 April 2020, presumably in the hope of favorably influencing the CMA’s final report. This strategy did not succeed. Sabre/Farelogix therefore serves as a reminder to merging parties

---

9 Paragraph 5.83 of the CMA’s Final Report in Sabre/Farelogix ("This is because the 25% share of supply threshold is met on the basis of Sabre’s share alone and it is sufficient that we can identify some increment for Farelogix’s supply of the Relevant Description of Services.").

not to underestimate the CMA’s willingness to prohibit a merger – even when that merger has been cleared in another high-profile antitrust jurisdiction.

**Two-sided markets and protecting “nascent competition”**

Both the CMA and the DOJ placed significant emphasis on protection of innovation and Farelogix as a nascent competitor. The CMA’s theory of harm, which ultimately led it to prohibit the Transaction, was heavily influenced by changes the airline industry is currently undergoing. Competition among airlines, especially low-cost airlines, requires them to differentiate their retail offers by creating more personalised services and travel experiences. This, in turn, requires them to make greater use of dynamic and personalised pricing and to take greater control on their customer relationships relative to what is possible using GDS. The CMA concluded that innovative solutions, including NDC-based solutions, are an “important driver” and that Farelogix’s products enable airlines to evolve their business models to adapt to the underlying change in the airline industry. Although implementation of the NDC standard is still “relatively nascent”, and its adoption will be “lengthy, complex and far-reaching”,¹¹ the CMA nevertheless considered NDC to be crucial to its analysis. The CMA concluded that, absent the Transaction, Sabre would likely develop its own NDC-based solution, thus increasing competition, but that after acquiring Farelogix, Sabre would have no incentive to do so. Similarly, the DOJ in its lawsuit alleged that the Transaction is “a dominant firm’s attempt to eliminate a disruptive competitor”, an “innovator that threatens to erode Sabre’s dominance” and that “pioneered a next-generation technology standard”. Further, the DOJ argued that as the airline industry “continues to shift to NDC, Farelogix is poised to grow significantly”, showing the strong focus placed on protecting growing, or “nascent”, competitors.

Judge Stark, however, reached a different conclusion. Rather than viewing GDS and NDC-based solutions as direct competitors, he concluded that they were not in the same market because of the “two-sided” features of Sabre’s GDS platform. A “two-sided” market is one involving an intermediary platform, like a GDS, that serves two distinct customer groups—here airlines and travel agents—that derive network benefits because they both use the platform. Judge Stark emphasised that Farelogix’s NDC-based solutions are not “two-sided” platforms at all, but rather are products airlines can use to market their services directly (i.e., without the use of an intermediary). Relying on the recent Amex decision¹² (which concerned a lawsuit under §1 of the Sherman Act), Judge Stark concluded that the DOJ could not argue that GDS and NDC-based products compete with one another because “only other two-sided platforms can compete with a two-sided platform for transactions”. Given the absence of head-to-head competition between Sabre’s GDS and Farelogix’s NDC-based solutions, Judge Stark determined that the DOJ failed to show that the Transaction would harm competition.

The CMA dismissed this line of reasoning, finding that Sabre’s GDS and Farelogix’s NDC-based solutions compete primarily on the airline-facing side of the market, stressing that “the option that NDC

---


[solutions] give airlines to directly manage the travel agent relationship, as an alternative to the GDS performing this role, is an important part of the competitive dynamic between these products.” In contrast to Judge Stark the CMA did not accept that GDS and NDC-based solutions are in two different markets, one two-sided and the other not. The CMA’s clear stance is that a two-sided platform like a GDS platform (which faces both airlines and travel agents) can compete with NDC-based solutions that are only airline-facing.

As opposed to the U.S. Supreme Court in Amex, which adopted a bright-line rule, other competition authorities, including the European Commission, have also taken a case-by-case approach in deciding whether two-sided platforms compete with single-facing products – with differing results. In Travelport/Worldspan, for example, the European Commission devoted 18 paragraphs to analyse the substitutability of GDS (two-sided) with direct booking options via an airline’s website (one-sided) before concluding that the relevant product included GDS only (the decision predated the introduction of NDC). The Competition Commission of India determined that black and yellow taxis in Kolkata compete with two-sided ride-hailing apps like Uber that connect drivers and passengers. In contrast, the Spanish and Singaporean competition authorities have found that there is no substitutability between traditional taxi services and ride-hailing apps, concluding that they are not part of the same market and thus do not compete. In a similar vein, the Bundeskartellamt in Germany has found that hotel booking platforms (two-sided) do not compete with a hotel’s own website or other offline channels (one-sided). In short, decisions are not consistent across jurisdictions.

Outlook for merging parties going forward
With an increased focus of competition authorities on the technology sector, a strong desire to protect nascent competition and the rise of innovative tech-companies across all sectors, the treatment of two-sided platforms for antitrust purposes will undoubtedly continue to receive attention across jurisdictions. Sabre/Farelogix serves as a reminder that “one size does not fit all” and that until a global consensus is reached – if that ever happens – a positive outcome in one jurisdiction does not guarantee success in another. Moreover, as noted in our previous publications, the CMA’s trend of liberally asserting...
jurisdiction is likely to continue. Following the CMA’s provisional findings in its review of the Illumina/Pacific BioSciences transaction (which amounted to a provisional prohibition) and the parties’ subsequent decision to abandon the merger on 2 January 2020, Sabre/Farelogix is the second example within the span of only a few months where the CMA prohibited a merger with hardly any link to the UK. The prohibition decision in Sabre/Farelogix marks a further step in the CMA’s path to become a prominent competition authority as the UK prepares for its exit from the EU. This may have onerous consequences for merging parties, depending on the industry involved.

As Sabre/Farelogix illustrates, the CMA review process is frequently lengthy and burdensome for merging parties, and may require them to significantly delay closing their merger.\(^{20}\) Moreover, the CMA review requires special attention and adherence to UK-specific rules, in particular its rules relating to legal privilege. In Sabre/Farelogix, the CMA imposed a penalty of £20,000 on Sabre for initially withholding and failing to provide in a timely manner certain documents that were responsive to a request from the CMA. These documents, which were privileged under U.S. law and therefore initially withheld from production, were not privileged under English law. Sabre’s withholding of them was consequently found to constitute a breach of the UK Enterprise Act 2002.

Sabre/Farelogix shows that the CMA not only barks, but is also prepared to bite. Appreciating the risk and timing considerations of a CMA review, devising a successful strategy early on, and maintaining regular contact and a good rapport with the authority are key to enable merging parties to weather the storm of multinational merger review.

---

\(^{20}\) Similarly, under the merger agreement in Roche/Spark, Roche’s offer for Spark was originally scheduled to expire on 10 December 2019. In order to provide additional time for the FTC and CMA to complete their reviews, Roche and Spark extended the offer period until 16 December 2020. In Illumina/BioPac, the parties originally intended to consummate the merger around 31 November 2019, but extended the completion date to 31 December 2019, and then to 31 March 2020, in order to accommodate the CMA and the FTC review timeline.
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